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WHEN WATER IN STOCK troughs, reservoirs or ponds
is exposed to sunlight, it may become covered
with algae, commonly called green scum or slime.
The best way to avoid this problem is to put a
cover or roof over the water to keep out the
sunlight.
Another way to remove algae is to treat the
water with bluestone (copper sulphate). Blue-
stone will lose its effectiveness in a short
time and the algae may reappear. If this occurs,
repeat the treatment.
Too much bluestone is injurious to livestock,
humans and fish. Carefully 'add only the proper
amount of bluestone to the water if it is to be
used.
The first step is to calculate the volume of
water in gallons. Measurements of the length and
width of the trough or pond should be made;
then make depth measurements. If you are treat-
ing a pond of varying depths, make depth meas-
urements at regular intervals across the pond
using a pole or tape marked off in feet. Divide
the total of all depth readings by the number
of readings for the average depth. Then use
this formula:
Length (feet) x width (feet) x average
depth (feet). cubic feet of water.
Then, cuhic feet of water x 7.5 (~allons
of water in 1 cubic foot) a: total number
of gallons of water in the trough, reser-
voir or pond.
Safe dosage is 8 pounds of bluestone per mil-
lion gallons of water; 1 ounce per 8,000 gal-
lons; or 1 level teaspoonful per 1,500 gallons
of water. Moderate to highly alkaline water may
require slightly greater amounts of bluestone
to be effective. Livestock or humans should not
drink water having more than the above dosage
of bluestone.
If you are treating a pond containing fish,
treat only one-fourth to one-third of the pond
per application and wait several days before
the next section of the pond is treated. This
enables fish to move away from the treated
area.
Dissolve the proper amount of bluestone in a
few gallons of water in a wooden, stoneware or
enamelware container. Then stir the solution
slowly into the water that is to be treated.
Some of the treated water should b~ splashed on
the trough walls so that the algae there will
be killed.
In treating ponds, the same mixing procedure is
used but the prepared solution of water and
bluestone may be broadcast over the pond sur-
face with a dipper. A sprayer m~y be used in-
stead, but the sprayer will corrode unless
thoroughly cleaned following its use.
Ponds can be effectively treated by placing the
proper amount of bluestone crystals in a burlap
bag. The crystals will dissolve as the bag is
dragged by a boat through the water.
In small tanks, the algae may be prevented from
re-forming by placing pieces of copper sheets
or shavings in the water. This is done best by
nailing a copper sheet on wooden posts set in
the tank. Clean dirt and corrosive material
from the sheets periodically to maintain effec-
tiveness.
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